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Research in motion has declared the delay of new BlackBerry 10.This new operating system would
control the latest hand gadget for this new generation moreover the company has great hopes. The
gadget would reduce the effect of ever increasing control of Google Android and Apple. Also very
easily would accept the challenges from the leading companies such as Microsoft and Nokia.  RIM
also said that the company does not have enough chips for its latest smart phone so the delay in
launching of the gadget is unavoidable.

The co CEO of RIM, Mike Lazaridis disenchanted the investors by deducting the forecast of the
sales that is between 11 to 12 million smart gadgets in this Christmas. In this BlackBerry 10 the
QNX operating system would be used which helps in running the BlackBerry Playbook. The gadget
would be available in the market in the year 2012 till March. For Playbook BlackBerry has paid
$365million for unsold devices. According to Jim Balsillie and Mike who are the joint executives of
RIMâ€™s said that it would take a little bit of time in understanding the changeover of the platform that is
done by the company but we still believe that RIM has perfect strength and skills to maintain its
leading goodwill in the mobile world.

Some unknown research group from their investigation has realized that RIMâ€™s smart phone shares
in the United States market decline to 9.2 percent from 24 percent in an equal time period. The
research group also said that this bad news would enlarge the stress on BlackBerry for searching a
purchaser. Up to 26 November the net returns of the company was $265m and got down up to
$911m in the same time period of 2010.

In the trading hours the shares goes down by 6 percent or even more than that. On hearing this bad
news the investors react very badly against RIMâ€™s and has affected millions of worldwide Blackberry
admirers. After the analysis of its technological infrastructure RIM has provided an offer for the
users in choosing free apps as a confession. According to a small survey many BlackBerry admirers
has decided in switching to an Android device or iphone due to the unavailability of BlackBerry.

More info Click here : Blackberry bold 9900 deals @
http://www.blackberryboldtouch9900deals.co.uk/
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